
PANTOKRATOR POEMS 
     
“Among the memories that visited him in his solitude,  
the recollection of this mutual attachment dominated all the rest.”  
J. K. Huysmans, Against Nature 

 

1. 

Here comes Laddie Milmore 

Pantokrator of Corinth, 
Playing with his hot ceramic lamp. 
Above the din, there’s still no visibility. 
In black mold basements he leaves behind 
Chipped plasters and fish oil capsules. 
This is the crackpot era. This  
Is not the era for clear soundings. 
This is the era of hot noise. 
Unplug the nettles from your ears. 
We are SO wet with fear. 
10 day weather previews 
All spell crushed floods. 
Our days began with a sniffle. 
It will end with halogen-bright 
Visions of corymbus 
In the flickering. 

 

2. 

Silk purse full of silence, witch 

Blown from egg, danmari, 
A quadrille in the deeps. 
Dance hall lit, supervision 
Observations all for us, who  
Sit audience'd when this 
Performance ends, as yours, 
Mine, life. 
 



3. 

Steam physician cultured 

From this dish, birds 
Pulling at roots, at poles-- 
These redpoles really can 
Scrape the sclera from my eyes! 
Rank shame too! My name is 
Cytokine! And I’m happy when 
I burn like you. No doubt, I 
Crave dialogue, discard 
Doubts in the flames’s lick 
Of Homewood Suites fire pit. 
I’ve got no dogma. My neck-beard’s 
On the run. Forgetting a word, 
I’ll gnash your teeth. 
 
4. 

I write, make lists, clip coupons, 

Become too excited, waste 
Last days on the useless. No one 
Else in the food-court notices, 
Not the Bath-Fitter Man, lonely, 
Convinced that the fate of 
This universe is in his rough 
Hands, as all depends on his 
Persistence. What will be uncovered 
As ceaselessly as creaseless prayer, 
Will be uncovered yet again. 
My activity prolongs your 
Memory foam, the pleasure of 
Ceiling fans the size of cyclamen 
Leaves, and the word wellness. 
I will prolong the unveiling, the stunned 
Poetry, and what will remain 
Will be a thief's key impression 
In clay erased again and again. 
This is all I’ve got left of revolt. 

 



5.  

Listen, between you and me 

I choose patience, waiting. Between 
Patience and you I choose hecklers. 
I am not stupid, desiring to be genius. 
Hey, all I want is that Roman 
That the cancellers have. May they 
Bring forth with precision, prevening, 
Though I have my doubts, the slaughter 
Of my Isaac. 

 

6. 

Where was I when I was? That’s 

What you want to know? Yes, a 
Still small voice says. Did you also 
Also join in with the bullying? Yes, 
A still small voice says. I’m crying. 
Where are they now, those who 
Might find it in themselves to 
Forgive you? Are you really this 
Isolated? The still small voice is 
Dummied-up. 

 

7. 

My basement’s wolf-spiders are 

Stalkers, uncreating a wireless network 
Around me. Someone somewhere else 
Quietly reads my texts. Through the door 
Nothing is visible. In this dark I am 
Smaller than a gust. My empty hands 
Reach out for the loss in the mirror… 
And when and if I get it, I’m clutching 
World. 



 

8. 

Tralala oompah. Which god does 

Grandmaster stash dream on? Hey, pal, 
It’s high time we participate in this 
Vile polar plunge. Let the vulture caps 
With stens up the wahzoo write our 
Next Suma, while we order online and 
Pierce concrete with our parts. Each 
And every time it’ll be a top score 
And why we’re in no hurry to be an 
Anywhere. 

 

9. 
  I remain a weed un-iron’d. 
Then I know, the inevitable question, 
Which plows up before all language. 
Behind the speed-ball plow, processions 
Of the enraptured. But from how? From 
Where? Why? I say it a second time: I 
Remain a weed un-iron’d. And I am 
Astonished by the certainty of a claim- 
Check. Whose? I’m telling you once: 
No questions to answers you and your 
Monkeys can’t transit.  
 


